SLIGHTLY FRENCH				

8.00

CARAMEL COFFEE MARTINI			

9.00

NARCISUSS				

8.00

KIWI COSMO				

9.00

NOT ANOTHER GIN ZOMBIE			

9.95

BRAMBLE			

8.00

RASPBERRY MOJITO			

8.00

An easy drinking cocktail, light and refreshing. As close
to France as you can get without getting on a plane.
Vodka, lychee, blackberry, apple, lemon and sugar syrup.

Full of flavour, a cocktail that will be sure to pick you up,
bitter sweet. What’s more basic than adding caramel?
Vodka, Kahlua and a shot of espresso.

Smells like a spring meadow walk. This cocktail is short,
subtle and flavourful.
Vodka, lemon, apple, honey and elderflower.

A classic cocktail with a tropical twist, short, floral and fruity.
Vodka, lime, cranberry, sugar syrup, kiwi and lychee.

A deliciously fruity twist on the classic Zombie,
Will not bring back the dead.
Gin, lemon, passion fruit, sugar and pineapple.

A blend of lemon, gin and sugar with a blackberry hit.
A classic gin cocktail that won’t disappoint.
Gin, lemon, sugar and blackcurrant.

A wonderful addition of fresh fruit, really brings
this classic Caribbean cocktail to life.
Mint muddled with fresh raspberry, rum, lime and
sugar syrup, topped with apple juice.
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SMOKEY OLD FASHIONED			

9.00

PORNSTAR MARTINI			

9.95

NEGRONI			

8.00

APEROL SPRITZ			

8.00

TOMMY’S MARGARITA			

8.00

FLAMING PASSION			

9.95

Whiskey, maple syrup and bitters. A subtle twist
to this classic really means business. Sweet but smokey.
Whiskey, maple syrup and bitters.

Nothing really needs to be said about the
Pornstar Martini, sweet, fruity and as classic as it comes.
Fresh passion fruit, vanilla vodka, passoa, sugar syrup,
fresh lemon juice and a shot of prosecco.

A classic gin cocktail, short and bitter.
Gin, sweet vermouth and Campari.

The Aperol Spritz, soft, simple, elegant and perfect
for a pre-game warm up.
Aperol, prossecco and soda.

A great blend of Tequila, Agave and lime, the perfect
start to a hangover. Tommy loves margaritas.
Tequila, Agave, lime.

An Urban Playground special, this blend of rums and
fruit will surely make you feel like there is a
tropical eruption.
Rum, passion fruit, lime and pineapple.
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